The Privilege Card Sunêlia
Ask for the privilege card now !

The Sunêlia Privilege Card is a program to which every Sunêlia customer
can subscribe. With the purchase of the Privilege Card you have access to
many services and benefits in all Sunêlia campsites except Partner
campsites. A personalized welcome, free and promotional offers on leisure
activities offered by the sites or nearby (eg: entrance to leisure parks,
excursions, guided tours, rental of sports equipment, etc.), special offers
for discovery trips …
More benefits and advantages that our sites have developed, the Sunêlia
program always gives you access to:








Free booking fees throughout the year (from € 21 to € 40 depending
on the sites).
Personalized welcome: a regional gift awaits you in your rental on
your arrival!
A single rate at 20 € / night for 2 persons in outdoor location (6A)
for any stay before 30/06/18 and after 01/09/18 until the campsite
closes (excluding partner sites)
Access to the loyalty program and accumulation of points for each
stay or by recommending us to a friend
Points accumulated on reservations:
- From 300 points, 5% of discount for a stay in low season, points
are kept
- From 400 points 5% discount for a stay in high season, points
are kept
- From 500 points you earn a free week in low season in one of
Sunêlia sites according to availability during the request. At this
point, the number of points is reset to zero.
Points accumulated when you recommend us to a parent or friend:
- 20 points for a weekend (minimum 2 nights)
- 50 points for a week

You can access the program simply by purchasing the Privilege Card. Its
price is 35 €. This personal card is valid for two seasons. You can buy the
card at the time of making your reservation at your Sunêlia campsite.

